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I’ve read many books that stress the importance of understanding your 
personal values, getting clear about what’s most important to you in life. But 
at the time of this writing, I haven’t yet come across a source that covers this 
incredibly useful concept with sufficient depth. Most of the values coverage 
I’ve read takes you through a process of eliciting your current values and then 
leaves it at that. But I want to take you much deeper into this rich subject and 
show you how to intelligently connect your values to your goals.

I will guide you through a step-by-step process for eliciting and prioritizing your 
personal values. It’s entirely possible you already have such a list because this 
is a common exercise you’ll find in many personal growth books. However, I 
still encourage you to read through this process because you will deepen your 
understanding.

My second goal is to explain the process of living with integrity to your values, 
so you learn how to consciously use your values to make decisions and take 
action. There’s no point in discovering your values and then filing them away 
and forgetting about them. 

Why Do Values Matter?

The main benefit of knowing your values is that you will gain tremendous clarity 
and focus, but ultimately you must use that newfound clarity to make consistent 
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decisions and take committed action. So the whole point of discovering your 
values is to improve the results you get in those areas that are truly most 
important to you.

Values are priorities that tell you how to spend your time, right here, right now. 
There are two reasons that priorities are important for our lives.

The first reason is that time is our most limited resource; time does not 
renew itself. Once we spend a day, it’s gone forever. If we waste that day by 
investing our time in actions that don’t produce the results we want, that loss is 
permanent. We can earn more money, improve our physical bodies, and repair 
broken relationships, but we cannot redo yesterday. If we all had infinite time, 
then values and priorities would be irrelevant. But at least here on earth, we 
appear to be mortal with limited life spans, and if we value our mortal lives, then 
it’s logical to invest them as best we can.

You’re free to decide what “best” means to you. The very idea that some 
possible permutations of your life appeal to you more than others means that 
knowing your values will be of great benefit to you. On the other hand, if any 
life you might live is as good as any other to you (whether prince or pauper, 
Olympian or obese, saint or sinner), then you can stop reading – you don’t need 
this information. But most people can certainly envision lives that are more 
preferable to them than others.

The second reason priorities matter is that we human beings tend to be fairly 
inconsistent in how we invest our time and energy. Most of us are easily 
distracted. It’s easy for us to fall into the trap of living by different priorities 
every day. One day you exercise; the next day you slack off. One day you work 
productively; the next day you’re stricken with a bout of laziness. If we don’t 
consciously use our priorities to stick to a clear and consistent course, we’ll 
naturally drift off course and shift all over the place. And this kind of living 
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yields poor results. Imagine an airplane that went wherever the wind took it – 
who knows where it would eventually land? And the flight itself would likely be 
stressful and uncertain.

So for these two reasons – limited time and a typically low index of distraction 
– consciously knowing and living by our values become extremely important. 
Values act as our compass to put us back on course every single day, so that 
day after day, we’re moving in the direction that takes us closer and closer to 
our definition of the “best” life we could possibly live. The “best” is your own 
ideal, but generally as you get closer to this ideal, you’ll enjoy increasingly 
positive shades of “better” even if you never reach “best.” And this makes sense 
because many results in life exist on a continuum. There are some discrete 
entities like being married or not married, but your health, financial status, 
relationship intimacy, and level of happiness are generally continuous, meaning 
that they can gradually get better or worse. It seems reasonable that more 
health, happiness, wealth, intimacy, inner peace, love, etc. is better than less.

But here’s the interesting part: Since our time is limited, and since it takes time 
to move along the continuum through the various “betters,” we usually cannot 
instantly achieve the state of “best.” We can’t land our plane just yet – it’s still 
in flight. Moreover, everyone has a different definition of what “best” means 
to them. For some people, good health is an absolute must. For others, being 
compassionate is what’s most important. And for each of these values, every 
person is at a different point along their own continuum. So imagine that there 
are a bunch of planes in the air, each in a different starting location and each 
having a different destination airport. You can’t then plot the same course to land 
every plane at its “best” airport. Each plane requires its own individual course.

For a more human example, everyone is in a different state of health right now, 
and everyone has a different ideal for their “best” possible health. So the course 
each person takes from their starting point to their own best state of health will 
be unique.
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Because of these individual differences, some of your “planes” will be much 
farther from their airports than others. If you want to weigh 150 pounds 
and you currently weigh 155, this plane is within sight of its airport and is 
approaching the runway. If you want to become a millionaire and you’re flat 
broke with a low income, that plane is much further away.

Because you can’t do everything at once, you have to prioritize which planes 
are most precious to you. You may not be able to land them all within the span 
of your lifetime because you probably don’t know how long your lifetime will be; 
nor can you be certain how long it will take to land each of these planes. But 
realize that the closer you get each plane to its airport, the better that area of 
your life will be.

Now let’s begin the process of…

Eliciting Your Values

Here is a step-by-step method to create your own personal values hierarchy. I 
want to warn you that this can be a time consuming process, and it will require 
your concentrated attention. So if this isn’t a good time for you to do this, feel 
free to read it over now and then complete it when you can put in the time. It’s 
hard work, but it’s worth the effort.

The question to ask yourself is this: What is truly important to me in life?

Brainstorm a list of your values as your answers to this question. Try to reduce 
your responses to a single word or two that encapsulates each answer. For 
example, if one of your answers is, “having a successful career,” then you might 
reduce that to the value of “success.”
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To make this task easier for you, I’ve put together an extensive list of values at the 
back of this e-book that you can use to help build your own list. Don’t worry about 
the order of your list yet or how long it is. Just get everything down in writing.

So you might end up with a list that looks something like this:

• Love
• Health
• Wealth
• Comfort
• Fun
• Happiness
• Success
• Learning
• Peace
• Intimacy
• Adventure
• Security

There’s no hard rule for how long your list should be, but I usually prefer a list in 
the range of 10-15 values. If you have more than this, consider cutting out the 
marginal values that just barely made your list, or combine multiple values that 
are nearly identical on a single line, like achievement/accomplishment.

Prioritizing Your Values

The next step is to prioritize your list. This is usually the most time consuming 
and difficult step because it requires some intense thinking.

My preferred method of prioritizing my values list is to identify the top value, 
then the second highest value, and so on until I’ve rebuilt the whole list in order 
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of priority from the top to the bottom. So you may begin by asking yourself 
these questions: Which of these values is truly the most important to me in 
life? If I could only satisfy one of these values, which one would it be?  
The answer to this question is your number one value. Then move down the list 
and ask which remaining value is the next most important to you, and so on, 
until you’ve sorted the whole list in priority order.

Sometimes the highest priority value will be obvious to you. Other times you’ll 
have it narrowed down to a few choices but will have a hard time figuring out 
which one is really the most important among those. When that happens here’s 
what I recommend. Invent a scenario for each value, and then compare those 
scenarios.

For example, if you’re trying to decide which is more important to you, 
learning or peace, then ask yourself, “Which would I rather do – read a book 
or meditate?” This example assumes that reading a book would satisfy your 
value of learning and that meditating would satisfy your value of peace, each 
to roughly the same degree. I usually find that when I create scenarios for the 
tough-to-prioritize values, the best ordering becomes clear.

So let’s say we’ve sorted our list above, and we’ve come up with this:

• Peace
• Love
• Intimacy
• Security
• Comfort
• Happiness
• Fun
• Health
• Learning
• Adventure
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• Wealth
• Success

What can you tell me about this person? When you know a person’s values 
hierarchy, you should have a fair chance of predicting their behavior. If this 
person lives true to her values, she’ll lead a life focused on peace, love, and 
intimacy above all else. Her relationships (both with herself and others) will be 
extremely important to her, and she’d never put career success above her family.

On the other hand, let’s say this person prioritized her values in the exact 
opposite order:

• Success
• Wealth
• Adventure
• Learning
• Health
• Fun
• Happiness
• Comfort
• Security
• Intimacy
• Love
• Peace

What kind of person is this? Now we have someone who’s probably very 
career-oriented, perhaps an entrepreneur. She will lead a very different life than 
the person with peace as her top value. Succeeding and becoming wealthy 
is more important to this person than personal relationships, so if she has a 
choice between advancing in her career or going on a family vacation, she’ll 
almost always put her career first.
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I want to say again that this is indeed a difficult and challenging process. 
These are not easy decisions to make. If a value appears on your list, then it’s 
definitely important to you. By prioritizing your values consciously, you’ll be 
able to rely on them when you need to make important decisions in the future. 
If you know that what is truly most important to you in life is to experience 
inner peace, then it will be easier for you to say no to those things that take you 
away from peace.

Now that you have your own values hierarchy worked out, it may seem like 
you’ve just unlocked something important. Many books that cover values treat 
it as such. But in my experience, this particular list isn’t actually that important. 
This list only tells you the values that have previously been conditioned into 
you – by your upbringing and by society. In terms of our airplane analogy, this 
list tells you where your planes are currently headed. But that isn’t necessarily 
the direction you want those planes to continue to go.

Re-examining Your Values

Now comes the really interesting part. You don’t have to continue living by the 
same values. You can consciously change them – even radically if desired. 
You can go from a person who values peace most highly to one whose top 
priority is success, or vice versa. You are not your values. You are the thinker of 
your thoughts, but you are not the thoughts themselves. Your values are your 
current compass, but they aren’t the real you.

Is it really possible that you can consciously change your values? Yes it is. 
That will become clear in later in this e-book of this when we explore how to 
consciously live by your values. But for now, let’s tackle this question first: Why 
would you ever want to change your values?

You may want to change your values when you understand and accept where 
they are taking you, and you realize that what you appear to value right now will 
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not enable you to enjoy the “best” possible life for you. Your “best” life is your 
vision of all the destinations you wish to reach – the greatest ultimate destiny 
you can possibly imagine for yourself. But your values are just a measure of 
the current direction you’re headed right now. And in most cases these two 
things are incongruent, meaning that your current values are not aligned with 
the course of your best life.

I want you to take a moment right now to get in touch with what this really 
means to you personally. If you keep living by your current values, then you 
can expect to get similar results to what you’re already getting, possibly a little 
better if you apply them more consciously. But most likely there is some part of 
you that isn’t satisfied with where you’ll end up if you keep following this same 
course. What are the “airports” where your planes will merely pass over but 
never land? Will you never experience an intimate, loving relationship? Will you 
never have children? Will you never become wealthy? Will you never develop an 
outstandingly energetic physical body? Will you never travel around the world? 
Will you never be able to help your favorite cause? Will you never feel that 
you’re living in total accordance with your spiritual beliefs?

Now what if all these “nevers” could suddenly become possible for you? How 
can they? They can become possible for you by shifting your values. And here’s 
the key: You don’t need to maintain the same values throughout your entire life. 
You can change them as often as you like. I recreate my own values list every 
3-6 months.

When you change your values list and consciously act on it, you change 
your behavior and therefore your results. And this can lead to incredible new 
experiences. For example, if your top value is health, and you’re already in 
outstanding physical condition, what would happen if you changed your top 
value to wealth? You would cut back on your workouts for a while and invest 
tremendous energy into becoming wealthy. Your investment in health would 
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slide a little, but in the short-term, it probably won’t make a huge difference. 
Health may still be one of your top values, but it just isn’t number one anymore. 
So now by focusing intently on your new top value of wealth, you eventually 
succeed in becoming wealthy. But eventually as you become very wealthy, 
making more and more money beyond a certain point may no longer serve 
you. Now you decide to shift your top value to compassion, so you go out and 
use your healthy, wealthy self to compassionately help others. Through this 
process of consciously shifting your values, you’ve changed from a gym rat 
to an entrepreneur to a philanthropist. You’ve lived an amazing life. But if you 
always maintain your original values, you’ll only experience being a gym rat for 
your entire life. And most of your true potential would remain untapped.

Changing Your Values

So how can you decide how to change your values? You go through a 
very similar process of listing and prioritizing, but now you do it with your 
destinations – your goals. I’m not going to repeat the process in as much detail 
here because it’s exactly the same as above. You just repeat the above steps 
with your goals instead of your values. Here’s a sample goals list:

• Reduce weight to 150 pounds
• Become a millionaire
• Move to San Diego
• Become a real estate investor
• Travel through every country in Europe
• Fall in love and get married
• Give a speech in front of 5000 people
• Go skydiving
• Get a part in a movie
• Visit the moon
• Run a marathon
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So again, write out your goals. Decide which ones are truly most important to 
you. Prioritize them. And in this case it’s fine if you have more than 10-15. More 
than 100 is even OK; it will just take longer to prioritize.

These goals represent the experiences that you feel are part of the “best” life 
you could live. I don’t mean a good life or even a great life – I mean the best 
life. If a life where you never traveled through Europe wouldn’t be the absolute 
best for you, then you’d better include that goal on your list.

Returning to our airplane analogy again, this goals list represents your list 
of airports. Now do you see the problem with having a static list of values 
throughout your entire life? How is a single list of values going to allow you to 
hit all these different stops? The values that will make you a millionaire probably 
aren’t the same ones that will get you married. And the values that will send you 
skydiving aren’t the ones that will help you become a real estate investor. At 
some point in your life, you’ll need to focus intently on one of these goals while 
letting the others slide.

If you fail to focus your energy on the goals that are truly important to you, 
some of them will slip away, and that’s a heavy price to pay. You may succeed 
in your career and never get married. Or you may get married but never enjoy 
a state of physical fitness. Think back to the big, meaningful goals that 
you’ve already accomplished. Didn’t you have to go through a period where 
achieving that goal became your top priority for a while? And in the process, 
you (probably unconsciously) shifted your values to accommodate that goal. I 
remember that for the six months before we got married, my fiancée went into 
wedding planning mode. Her top values during this time became things like 
organization and preparation, but after our honeymoon, those were no longer 
her top values. They were no longer needed to such a degree.

Now that you have your goals hierarchy, pick the top one or two goals, and 
consciously devise a values list that will lead you to achieve them. Let’s say 
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your goals list is prioritized as above, so your #1 goal is to reduce your weight 
to 150 pounds. To achieve this goal, you might make fitness your #1 value. 
Then you might make self-discipline your #2 value, so you’ll stick to your diet 
and exercise program. And then learning might become your #3 value, so 
you spend time educating yourself about proper diet and nutrition. You must 
design these values based on your own personal circumstances. Like any skill 
this takes practice, but over time you’ll become better and better at designing 
your values to adapt to your goals.

Whenever you achieve a major goal, that’s a good time to select a new goal 
and update your values list to accommodate it. Once you’ve run the marathon, 
if you feel ready to move onto something else, like becoming a millionaire, 
then you can knock health down a few notches and go into maintenance mode 
there while you push values like wealth, success, and courage to the top of 
your list to help you meet the next challenge.

Most books I’ve read that cover values suggest that you derive your goals 
from your values. I recommend the exact opposite approach – that you derive 
your values from your goals. I’ve spent years trying to use the first approach, 
and the result was a lot of frustration. I always felt I was missing something 
because my static values list never seemed to allow me to achieve certain 
goals. Eventually I figured out that goals come first, and then values can be 
adapted to fit those goals; when a goal is reached, then a whole new values 
hierarchy can be created. The airplane analogy makes this distinction very 
clear – before you can set a course for your plane, you must first determine the 
airport where it will land. If you set the course without knowing the destination, 
then you will experience tremendous frustration trying to get your planes to 
land where you feel they should.

- - - - - - - - - -
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So far you’ve learned a step-by-step process for eliciting and prioritizing your 
personal values. Now we’ll explore how to live with integrity to your values, 
using them to make decisions and take action.

Using Your Values to Make Decisions

Once you know and understand your personal values, you can consult them 
whenever you need to make a key decision. Should you start a business? Should 
you pursue a new relationship now? How much time should you spend with your 
family? These can be tough decisions without a clear right or wrong answer. You 
may choose to answer them differently at different points in your life.

Your values list provides a shortcut for making these decisions intelligently. 
When you’re confronted with such a decision, you pull out your list and check 
the prioritization of values. Then ask yourself, “What would a person with these 
values choose to do in this situation?” It’s usually the prioritization of your 
values that will answer the question.

For example, if you’re considering buying a business that will shift your work 
weeks from 40 hours to 60 hours but double your income, should you buy 
it? If values like success and achievement are at the top of your list, you’ll 
probably say yes. If freedom and family are at the top, you’ll likely decline 
the opportunity. By clarifying your values, you’ve already done the hard 
thinking required to discover what’s most important to you. So now when 
you’re confronted with such decisions, you’re able to reduce them to a values 
comparison, and the final decision falls into place. If the promotion equates 
to increased success but reduced peace in your mind, then you can compare 
those values to learn whether it’s a good idea or not. Your goal is to increase 
your fulfillment of your highest values without sacrificing them to lower values.

Remember that this is only one of many paradigms for making decisions. As such 
it has limitations, but you should find that it brings clarity to your decision-making.
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Achieving Alignment

Whenever your values shift, you may find it necessary to realign the various 
parts of your life to restore them to a state of harmony with your values. 
If success is your #1 personal value, then it will be important for you to 
experience it in abundance. Success for you may equate to a successful 
career, a high income, a fulfilling relationship, and a healthy body. Ask yourself 
what parts of your life are misaligned with your top values, and consider how 
to bring them into full alignment.

When you notice a misalignment between your reality and your values, you 
have two basic options to restore alignment.

First, you can adapt the situation to restore alignment. So if health is your top 
value, and you realize you’ve been keeping too much junk food in your house, 
you can modify your kitchen to fit your new health value, phasing out the junk 
and restocking with healthier choices.

Secondly, you can remove yourself from the situation and start fresh to 
create alignment from scratch. If you find yourself in a relationship where 
you definitely want to have children and your boyfriend or girlfriend definitely 
doesn’t want children, you can choose to break up and seek out a more 
compatible relationship.

So whenever you encounter a misalignment, you can either adapt the 
circumstances to restore alignment, or you can remove yourself from the 
situation and start fresh.

I don’t recommend the third alternative of living with the misalignment if you 
cannot adapt to it. This would mean living without integrity to your values. 
An example would be choosing to remain in an abusive relationship out of 
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misplaced loyalty. Living with misalignment for too long often results in serious 
negative consequences.

Whenever your values change, it’s important to review the various areas of your 
life to make sure they’re properly aligned with the kind of person you believe 
you are. If you’re in a relationship, is it compatible with your values? If you work 
for a company, are its perceived values compatible with yours? If there’s a 
misalignment, then it’s time to make changes either by adapting or by getting out.

Adapting Your Values

At some point you’ll encounter a situation that forces you to reassess your 
values. Maybe a close friend dies, a major illness hits you, or you begin a new 
relationship, and consequently, you gain a new perspective on what’s truly 
most important to you. This is to be expected as you grow older and have new 
experiences.

Suddenly your values list doesn’t seem to be an accurate representation of the 
real you. You’ve changed too much. So it’s time to reassess your values and 
create a new values list, following the process outlined earlier in this e-book.

Depending on how fast-paced your life is and how much change you 
experience, you may need to update your values every few months, or they may 
go relatively unchanged for years.

The Ultimate Alignment

The ultimate goal of living your values is to eventually bring them into alignment 
with universal principles. As you experience living with different sets of values, 
you’ll learn what’s truly important to you. Your values may shift a great deal at 
first as you set new goals and have new experiences, but eventually they will 
start to converge.
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Your values are your current estimations of truth. They represent your answer 
to the question of how to live. Some sets of values will fail to produce the 
results you want. They may leave you feeling restless and unfulfilled. Other 
sets of values bring you closer to a feeling of congruence. When you act with 
integrity to values that are themselves aligned with universal principles, you get 
the best possible results.

This process of alignment is similar to how scientists try to discover a 
mathematical formula to explain natural phenomena. Isaac Newton’s famous 
F = ma law was an approximation of reality. But it was inaccurate at relativistic 
speeds, and eventually Albert Einstein provided a more accurate formula. 
Just as the physical universe is the proving ground for hypothetical physical 
laws, the universe will also give you feedback to let you know how closely your 
values align with reality.

The process of discovery in this case is still experiential, but it can’t be measured 
as scientifically as gravity. The scientific method requires that an experiment 
be repeatable under the same conditions, but human problems never duplicate 
the exact same conditions. Once you make a one-time decision in your career 
or your relationships, you never face that exact same decision with identical 
conditions again. Since we cannot apply the scientific method to such situations, 
the best we can do is to try to classify events according to patterns we’ve 
previously experienced.

What this means is that the process of values clarification is inherently messy 
and inexact. It’s also a uniquely individual experience. You cannot objectively 
prove that one set of values is any better or worse than another, but you can 
begin to see patterns over time, and these patterns can help point you in the 
direction of universal principles.

The existence of universal principles cannot be proven. However, as you live 
with different sets of values long enough and gain enough experience, you will 
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start to see that there are certain values which massively outperform others in 
certain areas, hinting at the possibility that there may exist a true principle that 
works universally for everyone.

An example of a potential universal principle is that of fairness. If you align 
yourself with the value of fairness and live with integrity to it, you will likely 
find that it works extremely well. Fairness means that you treat everyone 
you encounter as a person of equal value to yourself – no more, no less. The 
principle of fairness is captured in the words, “all men are created equal,” 
found in the U.S. Declaration of Independence. Fairness is the foundational 
value upon which democracy is built. The founding fathers of the United States 
upheld this value as a “self-evident” truth, meaning that they believed fairness/
equality to be a universal principle.

Imagine having to design your own system for running a company or a country, 
not knowing in advance what role you’d play after it was launched. It seems 
reasonable that you would design that system with fairness for all participants 
as a high priority.

When your values are misaligned with the value of fairness, you will find that your 
results suffer. If you are unfair in your relationships or your business dealings, 
others will recognize and adapt to your unfairness, making it harder for you to 
even achieve a reasonable outcome when you want it. They may even warn 
others in advance of your behavior to make it harder for you to get anything done 
through others. So your effectiveness grows weaker the longer the misalignment 
exists. But when you build a reputation for fairness in all of your dealings, you 
will maintain strong levels of trust with others, and that will make it far easier to 
elicit cooperation.

I believe the ultimate goal of living and refining your values is to identify and 
achieve congruence with universal principles. Then your model of reality finally 
matches reality itself, and in the long run your actions will consistently produce 
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the best possible results. This isn’t just an individual journey either – it’s one 
that all of humanity is experiencing with each passing century. Social creations 
like democracy, slavery, or capital punishment can be seen as part of an 
ongoing process of values clarification.

- - - - - - - - -

List of Values

The following list of values will help you develop a clearer sense of what’s 
most important to you in life. Simply copy or print this list, mark the values 
which most resonate with you, and then sort your list in order of priority.

While most values on this list will have little or no significance to you (and 
some may even seem negative to you), some values will surely call to you, and 
you’ll feel, “Yes, this value is a part of me.”

Use this values list as a guide. It contains many synonyms but is not 
exhaustive, so feel free to add unlisted values to your list as well.

Values
1. Abundance
2. Acceptance
3. Accessibility
4. Accomplishment
5. Accountability
6. Accuracy
7. Achievement
8. Acknowledgement
9. Activeness
10. Adaptability
11. Adoration

12. Adroitness
13. Advancement
14. Adventure
15. Affection
16.	 Affluence
17. Aggressiveness
18. Agility
19. Alertness
20. Altruism
21. Amazement
22. Ambition

23. Amusement
24. Anticipation
25. Appreciation
26. Approachability
27. Approval
28. Art
29. Articulacy
30. Artistry
31. Assertiveness
32. Assurance
33. Attentiveness
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34. Attractiveness
35. Audacity
36. Availability
37. Awareness
38. Awe
39. Balance
40. Beauty
41. Being the best
42. Belonging
43. Benevolence
44. Bliss
45. Boldness
46. Bravery
47. Brilliance
48. Buoyancy
49. Calmness
50. Camaraderie
51. Candor
52. Capability
53. Care
54. Carefulness
55. Celebrity
56. Certainty
57. Challenge
58. Change
59. Charity
60. Charm
61. Chastity
62. Cheerfulness
63. Clarity
64. Cleanliness
65. Clear-mindedness
66. Cleverness
67. Closeness
68. Comfort
69. Commitment

70. Community
71. Compassion
72. Competence
73. Competition
74. Completion
75. Composure
76. Concentration
77.	 Confidence
78. Conformity
79. Congruency
80. Connection
81. Consciousness
82. Conservation
83. Consistency
84. Contentment
85. Continuity
86. Contribution
87. Control
88. Conviction
89. Conviviality
90. Coolness
91. Cooperation
92. Cordiality
93. Correctness
94. Country
95. Courage
96. Courtesy
97. Craftiness
98. Creativity
99. Credibility
100. Cunning
101. Curiosity
102. Daring
103. Decisiveness
104. Decorum
105. Deference

106. Delight
107. Dependability
108. Depth
109. Desire
110. Determination
111. Devotion
112. Devoutness
113. Dexterity
114. Dignity
115. Diligence
116. Direction
117. Directness
118. Discipline
119. Discovery
120. Discretion
121. Diversity
122. Dominance
123. Dreaming
124. Drive
125. Duty
126. Dynamism
127. Eagerness
128. Ease
129. Economy
130. Ecstasy
131. Education
132. Effectiveness
133.	 Efficiency
134. Elation
135. Elegance
136. Empathy
137. Encouragement
138. Endurance
139. Energy
140. Enjoyment
141. Entertainment
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142. Enthusiasm
143. Environmentalism
144. Ethics
145. Euphoria
146. Excellence
147. Excitement
148. Exhilaration
149. Expectancy
150. Expediency
151. Experience
152. Expertise
153. Exploration
154. Expressiveness
155. Extravagance
156. Extroversion
157. Exuberance
158. Fairness
159. Faith
160. Fame
161. Family
162. Fascination
163. Fashion
164. Fearlessness
165. Ferocity
166. Fidelity
167. Fierceness
168. Financial 

independence
169. Firmness
170. Fitness
171. Flexibility
172. Flow
173. Fluency
174. Focus
175. Fortitude
176. Frankness

177. Freedom
178. Friendliness
179. Friendship
180. Frugality
181. Fun
182. Gallantry
183. Generosity
184. Gentility
185. Giving
186. Grace
187. Gratitude
188. Gregariousness
189. Growth
190. Guidance
191. Happiness
192. Harmony
193. Health
194. Heart
195. Helpfulness
196. Heroism
197. Holiness
198. Honesty
199. Honor
200. Hopefulness
201. Hospitality
202. Humility
203. Humor
204. Hygiene
205. Imagination
206. Impact
207. Impartiality
208. Independence
209. Individuality
210. Industry
211.	 Influence
212. Ingenuity

213. Inquisitiveness
214. Insightfulness
215. Inspiration
216. Integrity
217. Intellect
218. Intelligence
219. Intensity
220. Intimacy
221. Intrepidness
222. Introspection
223. Introversion
224. Intuition
225. Intuitiveness
226. Inventiveness
227. Investing
228. Involvement
229. Joy
230. Judiciousness
231. Justice
232. Keenness
233. Kindness
234. Knowledge
235. Leadership
236. Learning
237. Liberation
238. Liberty
239. Lightness
240. Liveliness
241. Logic
242. Longevity
243. Love
244. Loyalty
245. Majesty
246. Making a difference
247. Marriage
248. Mastery
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249. Maturity
250. Meaning
251. Meekness
252. Mellowness
253. Meticulousness
254. Mindfulness
255. Modesty
256. Motivation
257. Mysteriousness
258. Nature
259. Neatness
260. Nerve
261. Noncomformity
262. Obedience
263. Open-mindedness
264. Openness
265. Optimism
266. Order
267. Organization
268. Originality
269. Outdoors
270. Outlandishness
271. Outrageousness
272. Partnership
273. Patience
274. Passion
275. Peace
276. Perceptiveness
277. Perfection
278. Perkiness
279. Perseverance
280. Persistence
281. Persuasiveness
282. Philanthropy
283. Piety
284. Playfulness

285. Pleasantness
286. Pleasure
287. Poise
288. Polish
289. Popularity
290. Potency
291. Power
292. Practicality
293. Pragmatism
294. Precision
295. Preparedness
296. Presence
297. Pride
298. Privacy
299. Proactivity
300. Professionalism
301. Prosperity
302. Prudence
303. Punctuality
304. Purity
305. Rationality
306. Realism
307. Reason
308. Reasonableness
309. Recognition
310. Recreation
311.	 Refinement
312.	 Reflection
313. Relaxation
314. Reliability
315. Relief
316. Religiousness
317. Reputation
318. Resilience
319. Resolution
320. Resolve

321. Resourcefulness
322. Respect
323. Responsibility
324. Rest
325. Restraint
326. Reverence
327. Richness
328. Rigor
329. Sacredness
330.	 Sacrifice
331. Sagacity
332. Saintliness
333. Sanguinity
334. Satisfaction
335. Science
336. Security
337. Self-control
338.	 Selflessness
339. Self-reliance
340. Self-respect
341. Sensitivity
342. Sensuality
343. Serenity
344. Service
345. Sexiness
346. Sexuality
347. Sharing
348. Shrewdness
349.	 Significance
350. Silence
351. Silliness
352. Simplicity
353. Sincerity
354. Skillfulness
355. Solidarity
356. Solitude
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357. Sophistication
358. Soundness
359. Speed
360. Spirit
361. Spirituality
362. Spontaneity
363. Spunk
364. Stability
365. Status
366. Stealth
367. Stillness
368. Strength
369. Structure
370. Success
371. Support
372. Supremacy
373. Surprise
374. Sympathy
375. Synergy
376. Teaching
377. Teamwork

378. Temperance
379. Thankfulness
380. Thoroughness
381. Thoughtfulness
382. Thrift
383. Tidiness
384. Timeliness
385. Traditionalism
386. Tranquility
387. Transcendence
388. Trust
389. Trustworthiness
390. Truth
391. Understanding
392.	 Unflappability
393. Uniqueness
394. Unity
395. Usefulness
396. Utility
397. Valor
398. Variety

399. Victory
400. Vigor
401. Virtue
402. Vision
403. Vitality
404. Vivacity
405. Volunteering
406. Warmheartedness
407. Warmth
408. Watchfulness
409. Wealth
410. Willfulness
411. Willingness
412. Winning
413. Wisdom
414. Wittiness
415. Wonder
416. Worthiness
417. Youthfulness
418. Zeal

Follow Fempire on:

Please visit Fempire’s website to: 

• Find a Fempire Coach
• Become a Fempire Coach

• Join our Fempire Academy online
• Learn about workshops we run for women

• Read our magazine
• Get in touch

fempire.com.au

https://fempire.com.au/
https://fempire.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/fempireinternational
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fempire
https://www.pinterest.com.au/fempireinternational/
https://twitter.com/fempireint
https://www.instagram.com/fempireinternational/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5taDoBEQHJvIOK6prFT3-Q

